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Sign-to-Sign Dynamics: A Depth Astrology Approach helps answer the question: how do two
signs "get along?" Each sign combination is explored in depth using imagery derived from the
signs' elements and modalities, their glyphs and their ruling planets. Letting go of the traditional
frames of "compatible" and "incompatible" signs leads to some surprising conclusions about
how the energies expressed in the Zodiac signs interact when brought into relationship. The
sign-to-sign analyses can be used to explore relationship charts (the dynamics possible
between two people) as well as to shed further light on planetary aspects. How does a Mars-
Moon trine manifest in Aries-Leo versus Cancer-Scorpio? Looking at the energetic relationships
between those signs may help to inform your interpretation of planetary aspects. And what about
those out-of-sign aspects?Sign-to-Sign Dynamics proceeds through the Zodiac from Aries-Aries
through Pisces-Pisces. Whether you are an amateur astrologer interested in delving into your
own relationships and those of family and friends, or you are a professional looking for more
tools to put in your tool-box, Sign-to-Sign Dynamics will be a valuable addition to your
astrological library--and one that you can turn to again and again. Gargatholil writes with the
same intensity and insight displayed in his four volume work, Depth Astrology: An Astrological
Handbook (Introduction, Planets in Signs, Planets in Houses, and Planets in Aspect). Sign-to-
Sign Dynamics is the logical companion to this work.



Sign-to-Sign Dynamics:A Depth Astrology ApproachPART ONE:Aries-Aries to Cancer-
PiscesByGargatholilKindle Edition, License NotesThis ebook is licensed for your personal
enjoyment only. This ebook may not be re-sold or given away to other people. If you would like to
share this book with another person, please purchase an additional copy for each recipient. If
you’re reading this book and did not purchase it, or it was not purchased for your use only, then
please return to Kindle.com and purchase your own copy. Thank you for respecting the hard
work of this author.Table of ContentsIntroductionAries – AriesAries – TaurusAries – GeminiAries
– CancerAries – LeoAries – VirgoAries – LibraAries – ScorpioAries – SagittariusAries –
CapricornAries – AquariusAries – PiscesTaurus – TaurusTaurus – GeminiTaurus – CancerTaurus
– LeoTaurus - VirgoTaurus - LibraTaurus - ScorpioTaurus - SagittariusTaurus - CapricornTaurus -
AquariusTaurus - PiscesGemini – GeminiGemini – CancerGemini – LeoGemini – VirgoGemini –
LibraGemini – ScorpioGemini – SagittariusGemini – CapricornGemini – AquariusGemini –
PiscesCancer – CancerCancer – LeoCancer – VirgoCancer – LibraCancer – ScorpioCancer –
SagittariusCancer – CapricornCancer – AquariusCancer – PiscesIntroductionThis volume
explores the dynamics that exist between Zodiacal signs. Practically speaking, these dynamics
are actuated by planets placed in these signs. The dynamics of sign-to-sign relationships can be
useful not only in the interpretation of relationship charts; they can also add information to the
interpretation of planetary aspects.When charts are being analyzed to gain insight into the
relationship between two people, we look not only at close aspects that exist between planets
but also at the signs in which a person’s planets are placed. This is particularly common for the
Sun and Moon, though this analysis may also be performed for the personal planets and the
Ascendant. Whether or not an aspect exists between planets in two persons’ charts, looking at
the energies produced by the juxtaposition of the signs in which those planets are located can
inform the interpretation of the potential interactions of the persons involved.In the case of a
natal chart, the focus of sign-to-sign dynamics is on planets that are in aspect. Here, especially,
the understanding of how the qualities and energies associated with Zodiacal signs interact can
be considered to be additive to the understanding of how the planets themselves interact when
aligned through various aspects (see my book, Depth Astrology: An Astrological Handbook,
Volume 4: Planets in Aspect, available at .As with other symbol set interpretations, the
juxtaposition of the essential energies of each sign is the starting off point for exploring their
meanings. Each sign-to-sign dynamic contains a bundle of central themes that derive from the
juxtaposition of the meanings attributed to the Zodiacal signs. Each of these themes can then
manifest in a number of ways. Richard Tarnas has called this the multivalent quality of
astrological symbolism. This book attempts to present the central themes evoked by each sign-
to-sign combination and to elucidate some of the interactions that can manifest from the
potentialities inherent in those themes.Because sign-to-sign dynamics can apply to either
relationship or natal charts, a neutral terminology—container—has been adopted to describe
the “protagonists” involved in the sign-to-sign relationship. “Container” is used as a general term
designating a planet whether in one’s own chart or another’s. When astrology is being used to



explore a relationship, “container” may practically be viewed to mean a person. So that the
analysis doesn’t wind up seeming too cold and depersonalized, I will sometimes use the
personal pronoun (you or they) in lieu of the impersonal “container.” Recognize that either term
can refer to a planetary energy within you or the relationship between two people.Throughout
the book, the potential interactions between two signs are often described in terms of two
people in a relationship. In some cases, this signals that the particular dynamic being described
is most likely to occur between two people. In other cases, it is a matter of stylistic convenience,
with the reader left to apply the dynamic to the case in which two planets are in aspect in the
natal chart. In any case, it would be too cumbersome to repeat a description of the same
dynamic, applied first to a relationship chart comparison and then to a natal chart.Exploring the
energy that exists between two Zodiacal signs can also shed light on other astrological
configurations. In keeping with the concept of astrological “notes” elucidated by Stephen Arroyo
and others, we can extend the dynamics that exist between two signs into other astrological
relationships that are associated with the signs involved. These combinations include the
occupancy by a sign of a house associated with a different sign, the placement of a sign’s ruling
planet in a sign or house associated with another Zodiacal sign, and aspects between the ruling
planets of two signs. In the case of adjacent signs, it also may shed light on the interpretation of
the cusp.It should also be born in mind that the energy existing between any two signs will be
modulated by the particular planets that are contained in each sign, whether in your own chart or
someone else’s. How the energy of a sign-to-sign combination manifests and the intensity with
which it manifests will certainly be very different if, for instance, taking our first sign-to-sign
combination—Aries-Aries—Saturn and Mars are interacting rather than Mars and Mars. Also,
the sign-to-sign dynamic may be colored by the depositorships of the ruling planets of the two
signs.There are seven primary patterns of sign-to-sign interaction that create a template for the
analysis of sign-to-sign dynamics. These are:- same signs- adjacent signs- signs separated by
one other sign- angular signs- signs in triangular relationship- signs one off from their opposites
and- opposite signs.Same sign combinations resonate with the conjunction. Generally, they can
manifest through at least three dynamics—compatibility, intensification and irritation.
Compatibility is born of the shared commonalities that are natural in the pairing of same signs.
Intensification occurs when the pronounced or extreme tendencies inherent in a sign are fed by
its pairing with a container positioned in the same sign. Irritation occurs when the negative
expressions of a sign’s energy manifest (or mutually manifest), creating the kind of tension that
is exemplified by the adage that the traits we hate the most in others are those that we ourselves
possess.Adjacent sign combinations potentially resonate with both the semi-sextile and semi-
square aspects. Semi-sextiles are possible throughout the progression through the two signs.
Semi-squares are possible from the first half of the preceding sign to the second half of the
succeeding sign. Out-of-sign sextiles are also possible between planets in the early degrees of
the preceding sign and the late degrees of the succeeding sign. Because the Zodiac is
structured so that “dry” or “masculine” and “moist” or “feminine” elements alternate in the



progression of signs, we also find that the elements associated with adjacent signs are
traditionally classified as “incompatible.” Thus, the relationship between contiguous signs is
complex, consisting of potential compatibilities and potential incompatibilities. [Note: adjacent
signs are always discussed in this book as the preceding sign in relation to the succeeding
sign.]Signs separated by one other sign resonate with both the sextile and semi-square aspects.
Sextiles are possible throughout the progression through the two signs. Semi-squares are also
possible from the last half of the preceding sign to the first half of the succeeding sign.
Traditionally, the sextile relationship between the two signs dominates, the sextile being the
stronger aspect, although the potential for a semi-square to occur adds some complexity. An out-
of-sign square is also possible from a planet early in the first sign of the combination to a planet
late in the second sign. Technically, there may also be an out-of-sign semi-sextile possible
between a planet very late in the first sign and a planet very early in the second sign, though this
is of less consequence. Another factor to consider is that the elements associated with the two
signs are generally considered to be compatible with each other, with a pairing of “dry” with “dry”
and “moist” with “moist” elements. Thus, while the predominant flavor of this combination is one
of compatibility (resonating to the sextile and compatible elements), disharmony is also possible
(resonating with the semi-square and the potential for an out-of-sign square).Angular signs
resonate with the square aspect. They pair signs with the same modality but with elements that
are considered to be incompatible with each other—i.e., a “dry” and a “moist” element. With this
configuration, the “motion” or direction of action of the two signs is the same but each wants to
take a different approach. Out-of-sign sextiles and trines are also possible—sextiles between
planets in the late degrees of the first sign and the early degrees of the second sign, and trines
between planets in the early degrees of the first sign and the late degrees of the second sign.
Thus, the predominant tendency of signs in angular relationship is for conflict to exist but there
are also opportunities present to achieve cooperation and harmony.Signs in triangular
relationship share the same element but have different modalities. Because the elemental basis
of the two signs' qualities come from the same source, there tends to be harmony and an innate
understanding between containers in the two signs. This harmonious relationship is also
signaled by the natural trine that exists between the two signs. However, a sesqui-square can
exist between planets in the first half of the earlier sign and the second half of the later sign.
There can also be out-of-sign squares between planets in the later degrees of the first sign and
the early degrees of the second sign and out-of-sign quincunxes between planets in the very
early degrees of the first sign and the very late degrees of the second sign. Thus, there is also
potential for disharmony and conflict between containers in signs in triangular relationship. This
may also occur because, while elementally the signs are harmonious, they want to manifest that
quality in different “directions” (modalities).The character of the interaction between signs that
are one sign off from their opposites reflects the natural quincunx, or inconjunct, aspect that
exists between the two signs. Out-of-sign trines are also possible between planets in the late
degrees of the first sign and the early degrees of the second sign and out-of-sign oppositions



are also possible between containers in the early degrees of the first sign and the late degrees
of the second sign. Also, the elements of the two signs are generally considered to be
incompatible. Relations between containers in the two signs will tend to be somewhat difficult,
often punctuated by crises, reflecting the natural placement of the two signs in quincunx aspect.
The quincunx suggests an innate disconnect between the two signs. There is less likely to be
conflict than disassociation. The two signs may co-exist but without much interaction for much of
the time.However, inherent in the quincunx is the “critical dynamic”—the propensity for the two
disassociated energies/containers to be forced to interact, integrate and/or learn lessons from
each other in the face of some crisis. Acting, or interacting, the crisis is resolved and you
progress to a higher level of development. Failing to meet the challenge of the critical dynamic,
the crisis remains unresolved, not infrequently with disastrous consequences, and the critical
situation is bound to reoccur, in one form or another, to be repeated until you get it
right.Opposite signs resonate to the natural opposition aspect that exists as degrees are
progressed within the two signs. Out-of-sign quincunxes, although possible between containers
in these signs with planets in the very early or very late degrees, do not seem to be as
significant. Thus, potential conflict and polarization and the need to resolve dichotomy
characterize these relationships. The opposition also can suggest a strong attraction between
the two signs if the adage "opposites attract" is any indication.It is the very potential for conflict,
though, that acts as the attractive force, as the opposition carries within it the imperative to
resolve the apparent conflict of opposites. Duality is the metaphysical archetype represented by
the opposition. Each pole of the duality depends upon the other pole for its existence. Without
this polarization, the elements return to a state of undifferentiated Oneness and the dictum that
"Everything is Nothing" applies (unless, of course, the state of Undifferentiated Oneness, itself,
is transcended—but that State lies beyond the metaphysical realm related to
astrology).Symbolic of the relationship between the two poles of the opposition is the glyph of
the Tao—white and black pushing eternally against each other but with a black dot at the center
of the white force and a white dot at the center of the black force. Always, each pole contains at
its core its opposite, which is the potential for the resolution of the opposition. For, the conflict of
duality is not resolved by ending duality but by recognizing the essential Oneness inherent in all
duality. This is holding two points of view—two levels of consciousness—at the same time, not
letting go of either. At one level, there are opposites; at another level, there is unity. When unity is
recognized, there is no longer any cause for conflict. The task of the opposition is to resolve the
conflict of duality. It is to this archetypal task that the containers at the poles of the opposition are
attracted and, thus, to each other.Each pair of opposites presents a unique archetypal conflict
and each resolves the conflict in its own way. Of course, the process is aided by the fact that,
with each Zodiacal pair of opposites, the elements of the opposition are compatible. Fire and Air,
Earth and Water, revolve through the three modalities, with each opposite pair sharing the same
modality. This means that they tend to move in the same “direction” but in different ways.Except
for same-sign combinations (which rely upon an exploration of the compatibility, intensification,



and irritation dynamics), a general set of analytical “tools” has been used to tease out the
meanings implicit in sign-to-sign combinations. These tools are derived from the composite
nature of the vectors informing the meanings of the Zodiacal signs. While each sign carries its
own essential archetype, this archetype can be viewed as being constructed from four “building
blocks”—each sign’s element, modality, glyph and ruling planet.First, the elements and
modalities of the two signs are considered. Largely based on the energy dynamics produced
when element-modality combinations are juxtaposed, but sometimes considering other qualities
of the signs, a set of images is produced that captures an essential facet of these dynamics.
These images are then explored to derive examples of how those dynamics may be manifested
in the interactions between containers in the two signs.It should be emphasized that neither the
images nor the examples that proceed from them are exhaustive. The multivalent nature of the
astrological symbol set suggests that the ways in which the essential energetic dynamics that
exist between two signs can be manifested are practically limitless. The descriptions of potential
dynamics only serve as guideposts for the reader, who may extrapolate other potential
interactions between containers in the two signs.A second tool employed in the analysis of sign-
to-sign dynamics is to look at the glyphs representing the two signs. The glyph can be
interpreted as either the traditional “object” associated with the sign or as the stylistic
representation of that object. For instance, the glyph for Sagittarius can be presented both as the
Centaur and as the stylized upward pointing arrow used to graphically represent the sign
Sagittarius.Juxtaposing the glyphs of two signs can provide insight into the interactions that may
occur between containers in the two signs. We can imagine, for instance, how the Taurus Bull
may interact with the Leo Lion and posit from this ways that containers in Taurus and Leo may
interact.Finally, we have examined the natural relationships between the planets ruling two signs.
This technique is employed under the theory that, because the meanings inherent in the
Zodiacal signs are derived in part from the “influence” of their ruling planets, how the ruling
planets interact with each other can be expected to spill over into the interactions between the
signs that they rule. Taking a Depth Astrology approach, the modern rulers of Scorpio, Aquarius
and Pisces are used rather than their Classical rulers.Aries – AriesThe Aries-Aries analysis, with
appropriate modification, also applies to other astrological symbol sets associated with the
same Aries note energy—an Aries first house, Mars in Aries, and Mars in the first house.With
Aries-Aries, we have the pairing of the two Cardinal Fire signs. In the compatibility mode, the
forward thrusting Fire energy possessed by the two containers energize each other. This may be
in the form of the kind of competition that spurs each of us to do our best. Or, it may be just the
joy of sharing mutual energy, exploring new worlds together, conquering new challenges
together. The Aries energy is capable of great innocence and if both containers are at this stage,
then the innocence in one will mirror the innocence in the other and the result can be a very
sweet kind of purity.However, innocence is easily spoiled and, if both you and your Aries partner
have acquired enough experience in the world to lose this innocence, the two containers can
mutually support each other through this trial, also. A great quality of the same-sign



combinations is the mutual understanding that can be achieved between the two containers.
Aries is (or is capable of being) uncomplicated and, so, with Aries-Aries there may be an ease of
mutual understanding that is remarkable even among same-sign combinations.Aries-Aries can
also intensify the Aries energy in each container. This can lead to extreme (or heightened)
competitiveness, headstrongness, assertiveness, or forward-moving energy. Competition, or
even conflict, is symbolized by the image of two Rams butting heads in combat. This heightened
Cardinal Fire energy can also result in a pattern of taking daring and courageous action, or of
foolhardiness. The intensified Aries energy may be akin to the adrenalin rush one experiences in
battle or some other life-threatening situation. While Aries by itself may always be capable of
achieving such amplified activity, if that energy is always, or frequently, intensified and even
amped up to higher and higher levels, burn-out or crash-and-burn scenarios may also occur at
some point.Of course, you can learn to temper the potential for rashness and always-on energy.
When modulated, intensity can be transformed into devotion (for true devotion demands intense
focus and longing). Levels of devotion can range from a brothers-in-arms emotion to intense
spiritual devotion in which the Divine Beloved becomes the sole object of your striving. At the
other end of the spectrum, this intensity can manifest as fixation and obsession (and, of course,
with Aries energy, it is an active obsessiveness, akin to the manic phase of bi-polarism).Looking
at yourself in the mirror, so to speak, Aries-Aries may be quick to react to their own faults and
failings. This reaction may take the form of denial accompanied by an amplification of the fault,
or of an irritation-projection-antagonism dynamic with regard to the fault. A variation on this
dynamic may be denial-antagonism, which is the classic blind-spot syndrome leading from
hubris to a fall.In the denial-amplification reaction, you will suppress the self-knowledge that you
possess a fault, failing or shadow. Because this knowledge is suppressed and you are blind to
the fact that you exhibit whatever negative trait is being manifest by you, you may exercise no
self-control over expressing that trait (for you deny that it exists in you). The amplification of this
negative trait can certainly irritate others, but it would be especially irritating to your Aries partner
(or to the other Aries planet).Frequently, the denial-amplification reaction may spark an irritation-
projection-antagonism reaction by the other container (or, you may simply gravitate toward this
reaction yourself). In the irritation-projection-antagonism reaction, you are irritated at having this
negative expression of the Aries energy. You may have a vague-to-heightened awareness that
you possess this weakness but, instead of doing the work to dissolve the weakness or to turn it
into a strength, you tend to project that negative feature onto others (and especially another Aries
—remember this could be a planet). This, then, gives you an outlet; instead of getting down on
yourself (which you may do anyway), you can get down on someone else. For Aries, this would
likely take the form of pointed criticism, continually poking, or being directly combative at various
levels of intensity.In the combination of the two reactions (denial-antagonism), you are blind to
the fact that you exhibit the Aries negative trait and you also are extremely antagonistic toward
that fault in others. In fact, you may engage in a crusade, actively battling this “evil” while it lurks
within yourself. Sometimes you secretly engage in the negativity you condemn. The unveiling of



your secret can lead to disastrous and disgracing consequences. Sometimes your behavior may
not be so secret and, in this case, you are easily marked as a hypocrite.(See planets in Aries in
Depth Astrology for typical Aries negative tendencies, as well as positive qualities manifested as
compatibilities or intensifications.)Aries – TaurusAries-Taurus is an adjacent sign combination
(see the Introduction for a discussion of how adjacent signs generally relate). Interpreting the
Aries-Taurus combination may also shed some light on a number of related symbol sets. These
include an Aries second house, a Taurus first house and the Aries-Taurus cusp. Also related to
the Aries-Taurus combination are Mars in the second house, Mars in Taurus, Venus in the first
house, Venus in Aries and Mars-Venus aspects.With Aries-Taurus, we have the pairing of
Cardinal Fire and Fixed Earth. Fire and Earth are generally viewed as incompatible elements.
Earth can smother fire but it can also contain fire, channeling its energy and enabling it to
become useful. Fire can scorch earth but it can also bake earthen clay to form useful objects.
Thus, positive interactions between Aries and Taurus may be expected to involve cooperation
with respect to utility. With respect to the modalities, the Cardinal and Fixed modalities are at
opposite ends of the spectrum of motion. This can create conflict but it can also result in
balance.Images associated with Aries-Taurus may include someone holding back their younger
sibling from rushing into potential danger; an inspired potter placing a new creation into their kiln;
and a household member throwing dirt on a cooking fire fearing that it will get out of control.The
first image illustrates how Taurean caution and slowness (an attribute of its Fixed nature) can
thwart or block Aries’ Fire and Cardinal energies, frustrating Aries. However, caution can often
be valuable to control Aries’ impulsiveness and tendency toward rash behavior. Thus, a
container located in Taurus can exercise a moderating influence on a container located in Aries
when the energies interact positively.When the energies interact negatively, a container located
in Taurus can be obstructive toward their Aries partner. It should be borne in mind that,
consistent with the principles of the duality that permeates the Creation, the negative
manifestations of Taurus on Aries can lead to positive outcomes by challenging the Aries
container to overcome the Taurean obstruction. Similarly, Taurean moderation may ultimately
lead to negative outcomes if this moderation blunts and dulls Aries’ eagerness and enthusiasm
or if the Aries energy is channeled by the Taurus container in directions that lead to a darkening
of consciousness (e.g., too much attraction toward the material).Another manifestation of the
push-resist relationship characterizing Aries-Taurus can be found in the essential Aries quality of
naïve will versus the Taurean quality of caution. It is this naïve will that prompts Aries to rush
headlong into a situation, particularly to pursue a desire, an impulse or sudden interest. At its
lower energy, naïve will can be expressed as egotistical willfulness. At its higher energy, this
naïve will can become a spontaneous flow that is in harmony with a guiding Spirit or destiny.At
whatever level naïve will is manifested, however, there is a danger of catastrophic disaster when
the consequences of acting without thinking finally rebound on the actor. For the ego-driven
actor, the tragic denouement is often swift and obvious. However, even when naïve will is being
expressed at higher levels of consciousness, it is easier than can be imagined to unknowingly



slip from harmony with the Force and enter a sort of hubris state in which you follow your own
will mistaking it for the Divine Will. This fall from Grace leads to disaster with the same
inevitability as does the egotistic exercise of naïve will.While Aries may be oblivious to the
disaster of pursuing naïve will, Taurus has experienced the outcome (through its subconscious
travel through the Aries experience) and clearly sees the danger, if not consciously perceiving
the folly of “fools rush[ing] in,” then subconsciously fearing the result of willful action. The natural
tendency of the Taurus container, therefore, is to react against Aries’ impulsiveness and
blindness by throwing up road blocks and otherwise exhibiting behavior that is triggered by the
fear instinct. If the Taurus container has overcome reactivity to an extent, your response will likely
be to caution Aries or to otherwise try to protect the Aries container from the results of their
willfulness.The second image suggests that, generally and through a variety of manifestations,
Taurus takes in the Aries energy, shapes it, supports it and makes it useful and fruitful. In the
process, the Taurus container is energized by Aries and finds purpose and value through
bringing the promise of Aries to fruition. The impulses and desires associated with Aries mature
into a value system and are given enduring strength by the Taurean energy. In turn, Aries keeps
Taurus fresh and safe from stagnation and too much inertia. The transcendent manifestation of
Aries-Taurus is a flow of energy, springing from an eternal well of spontaneous newness and
innocent beginnings, being received, sheltered and shaped by Taurus to become a Garden of
Eden, in constant bloom and ever refreshed by the entering Aries energy.This combination may
manifest in a cooperative endeavor to achieve some useful end. Taurus can be more easily
persuaded to act if they are working toward something that will result in greater comfort or
material abundance or that will improve their sense of physical security. The Taurus potter,
besides valuing an earthy creativity, is also engaged in producing a utilitarian object. The fire of
active engagement is symbolically not only a necessary ingredient in actualizing the idea of the
porcelain vessel, the enthusiasm for the task that Aries can bring also keeps the Taurean
process from becoming stale and ordinary. The Aries container, if willing to engage in a Taurean
enterprise, can bring a sense of freshness and a constant renewal of energy for engagement
with the task.The Taurus container, on the other hand, can shape and direct the sometimes raw
and often inexperienced Aries container to use their energy in ways that will be productive and
mutually beneficial to the pair. This, of course, depends upon your willingness to submit to
Taurus’ yoke and harness your energy. This necessarily involves some restriction and it is to that
restriction that you may chafe or rebel. Another danger in an Aries-Taurus cooperative venture is
that you may lose interest in the endeavor long before your Taurus partner is willing to give up
the enterprise. Aries usually will want to go on to something new while your Taurus counterpart
grooves on the old tried and true.Through the third image, we return to some fundamental
differences between the Aries and Taurus natures, highlighting the unbridled and cautious
qualities of each, respectively. In contrast to the first image, the Taurus container’s reaction to
Aries’ energetic, sometimes impetuous and forward-thrusting nature is seen here as based in
fear and insecurity. The Taurus container may see their Aries counterpart as a threat to their own



security, afraid that their fiery energy may figuratively “burn the house down.”Frequently, there is
no rational basis for such fears. In fact, the Aries container may actually be engaged in useful
activity. Yet you see risk and danger rather than opportunity and progress in your Aries
companion’s actions and, therefore, you react against their efforts. Like a perhaps demented
member of a household who sees the cooking fire as somehow a danger, the Taurus container
may not have a clear understanding of Aries’ actions. For whatever reason, their impulse can be
to smother the Aries energy in order to protect their own security.We can also look to the glyphs
of the two signs for insight into how their energies combine. Both the Ram and the Bull are
capable of strong action but in different ways. A ram is capable of quick, forceful charges which
carry considerable power to remove obstacles and clear a pathway forward. The action of a bull
is steady and persistent but no less strong than that of the ram. Thus, Aries and Taurus
containers working together are capable of forceful action sustained by persistent effort.
However, if the Aries and Taurus containers are working against each other, then the inertia
represented by the Bull and its enduring capacity to resist will most likely cause the Aries Ram to
proverbially butt their head up against a Taurean brick wall.The capacity exhibited in the two
animals for stubbornness makes the Aries-Taurus combination particularly intransigent.
Headstrong opinions and an assumption that you are automatically correct are hallmarks of this
combination. A challenge of Aries-Taurus is to transform egotistical stubbornness into
unwavering devotion. Devotion is the transcendent level of desire (Mars-Aries) and devotion is
directed toward the Divine through a clarification of values (Venus-Taurus). In order for this
interaction to be fruitful, however, desires and values must be in harmony. If your desires are not
consistent with your value system, then the Aries-Taurus energies will be in conflict. Your Aries
energy will pull in one direction while your Taurus energy will resist and react against that pull.On
the other hand, if either of the containers manifests at the level of ego, contention arises. Aries
insists on its will and brooks no obstacles. The Taurean Bull becomes nothing but a stubborn
obstacle, a vehicle of inertia, a force whose sole purpose is to thwart the desires and actions of
the Aries container. The Aries Ram reacts with running and reckless charges combined with
frustrating indignation and tantrums, egoistically asserting their right to be free of oppressive
obstruction. The Taurus Bull, convinced of their position, digs in and resists. By brute force, you
seek to impose your own will “for the good of” the Aries container. The result is an unwinnable
battle of wills with both sides frustrated and nothing productive occurring.We can now look at the
Aries-Taurus combinations through the relationship of their ruling planets. The inherent Mars-
Venus interaction of Aries-Taurus combination suggests a strong masculine-feminine dynamic.
Aries is thrusting forward, initiating, and asserting. Taurus is the receptive vehicle, taking in what
Aries offers, nurturing it and giving it energy. This can be conceptualized as the seeding or
impregnating energy associated with Aries (and early springtime) resulting in growth and
flowering through the organic energy associated with Taurus (the proverbial May flowers). Thus,
a harmonious interaction of the Aries-Taurus connotes a process of beginning ventures, their
cultivation and care, their blooming and eventual maturation.However, if the Aries-Taurus



energies are in conflict, the imbalance leads to poor results. If the Aries energy predominates too
much, then there is much enthusiasm for planting the garden but it is then left to become weeds,
or it is constantly turned over for new plantings without the previous plantings being given a
chance to mature. If the Taurus energy predominates, then cultivation and care begins too soon.
There is too much emphasis on protection, preservation and conservation and the vital energies
of initial growth and vigor are not allowed to take their natural course. The result is stunted or
weak growth or fruit that dies on the vine, trees and shrubs that die back from constant pruning,
or plants that rot from overwatering. In order for the “garden” to flourish, the Aries and Taurus
energies must be brought into balance, cooperating and each recognizing and contributing their
respective strengths to the endeavor.Aries – GeminiAries and Gemini are separated by one
other sign (see the Introduction for a discussion of how signs separated by another sign
generally relate). Interpreting the Aries-Gemini combination may also shed some light on a
number of related symbol sets. These include an Aries third house, a Gemini first house, Mars in
the third house, Mars in Gemini, Mercury in the first house, Mercury in Aries and Mars-Mercury
aspects.With Aries-Gemini, we have the pairing of Cardinal Fire and Mutable Air. Air is
necessary for fire to exist and fire brings light and warmth to air. Without fire, air remains in cold
darkness. With respect to the modalities involved in the Aries-Gemini combination, Gemini’s
Mutability will temper and balance Aries’ Cardinality (constant forward motion). Gemini
Mutability, since it contains both the Cardinal and Fixed qualities, can understand and be in
harmony with the Aries Cardinal drive to push forward but will tend to take this Aries energy and
bring it into equilibrium. Aries’ Cardinality, on the other hand, can provide needed direction for
the Gemini container when Mutability results in paralyzing indecision, lack of motivation or lack
of clear direction.Images that may be associated with Aries-Gemini are an open flue; a grade
school teacher; and a child captivated by a light show but urged by their sibling to move on. The
open flue captures the effect that Aries Cardinal Fire has on the Mutable Air Gemini and the
influences that Gemini, in turn, may have on Aries.Each sign has the potential or opportunity to
bring life and vigor to the other. Just as the heat of the fire pulls in a flow of air through the flue,
so Aries may bring enthusiasm to the Gemini container which might otherwise remain curious or
interested but not committed. Gemini’s dispassion can moderate this enthusiasm and curb the
Aries energy from their blind enthusiasm. “Look before you leap” and “think before you act” are
good maxims for the positive influence Gemini can have on Aries. Of course, Aries’ fire can
intensify Gemini’s short-lived enthusiasms, with Gemini leading Aries on a merry chase to
nowhere, with all of their “fuel” burnt up. That kind of interaction of energies is something neither
the Gemini nor the Aries container needs.The Aries-Gemini combination also carries the
potential for semi-square relationships. Too much wind can blow out fire and too much fire can
overheat air (which frequently causes the turbulence that creates a windstorm). Thus, the
Gemini container can become over-stimulated by their Aries counterpart and too much mental
chatter and running here and there can leave no energy left for action.In the second image, we
have Gemini’s desire to communicate and their fund of knowledge represented by the grade



school teacher. Their Aries student symbolizes the purpose for which knowledge is imparted—
that it be used to bring about action, for if the student does not benefit by developing skill, their
classroom time is wasted. The purposeful teacher-student interaction transforms dry pedagogy
into a meaningful act. The will to act present in the Aries container can move Gemini beyond
mere intellectual framework so that the information gathered and analyzed by the Gemini
container can be employed in useful pursuit.Aries and Gemini can actually bring purpose to
each other. For while mutable Gemini may be reluctant to act without Aries’ initiative, the Aries
container can find direction through the knowledge and experience that Gemini brings.
Remember that Aries is essentially innocent and naïve until it acquires experience and it is
Gemini’s qualities of ever searching mental pursuit that provides the mental-sensate experience
of the world that informs thoughtful action. Gemini can open the world up for Aries. Aries can
motivate Gemini to actually participate in the world.The third image suggests the potential
conflict between the Aries Cardinal modality and the Gemini Mutable modality that is likely to be
responsible for friction between the two containers much of the time. This friction is likely to
occur when Gemini Mutability fails to achieve equilibrium when confronted with Aries Cardinality,
for one reason or another. One manifestation of this disequilibrium is when Gemini Mutability
resists Aries Cardinality. In this instance, the Gemini container has become captivated by the
ever-changeableness of the Mutable modality and does not want to leave this in order to achieve
equilibrium. Gemini will then be annoyed by Aries’ constant assertion and drive to move forward
in a single direction. The Gemini container will always be trying to pull Aries off its path, much to
the annoyance of the Aries container, who will tend to view Gemini as fickle, uncommitted,
undisciplined and flighty.In another manifestation of this disequilibrium, the Gemini container
seeks balance but is thrown out of balance by the force of Aries’ drive for Cardinality. This often
may become a conflict between head (Gemini) and heart (Aries), where heart is expressed at its
basic level of impulse. The Gemini container tries to bring reason (often reason based on
considerable experience) to control Aries’ impulsiveness or to slow down or channel Aries’ blind
drive toward the fulfilment of its goal (desire). The Aries container may experience this as
obstruction or as too much intellectualization, living inside your head rather than in the real world
of action. The Gemini container is likely to experience Aries as overly assertive, unreasonable
and self-centered. In being constantly thrown off balance and/or over-stimulated, the Gemini
container may also fly, scattered, into the pursuit of the moment with redoubled energy.We can
also look to the glyphs of the two signs—the Ram and the Twins—for insight into how their
energies combine. Gemini is noted as having perhaps the most human of the glyphs (although
the Virgin and Water Bearer also qualify). We can see the combination of the human and animal
glyphs as representing humanity’s attempt to tame or domesticate the wild beast. Although the
domesticated ram is useful for his wool, the ram is also associated with breeding. The
domestication of the Aries Ram also can be associated with control of the sexual impulse (Mars)
and, with Aries’ impulsiveness, generally. Thus, Gemini, through their rationality, brings some
order and control over Aries’ impulsive drives, while a controlled Aries energy can be channeled



by the mental faculties and turned to good purpose.This dynamic is reflected in the relationship
between the psychological functions represented by Mercury and Mars. Mercury (the mental
and communicative faculty), gathers information and experience of the world through the
senses. After being filtered through the evaluative faculty represented by Venus, this information
is acted upon (Mars). However, in order for action to occur, desire or motivation must be present.
Although desire is inherent in the Mars faculty, it needs to be shaped or rationalized by the mind
in order for it to receive direction and become useful. Pursuing the objects of desire again
activates the mental faculties, which are stimulated by desire to acquire more knowledge and
experience.The interplay of intellect and desire is at the heart of interpretations of the Aries-
Gemini symbol set in its transcendent and insecure modes. The Gemini energy is a perfect
exemplar of how the mind will run after this, that and everything seeking satisfaction. However,
because it never finds lasting satisfaction in any “thing,” it is always moving on to the next quest.
If desire is left to hold the upper hand and lead Gemini’s mental and experiential probing toward
the object of desire, this mental journey will never end because desires are endless. However,
once the mind becomes exhausted, or thoroughly bored, with this constant flitting change and
the intellect recognizes the futility of chasing after fulfilment in this world, the situation can
change.When the mind begins to seek the equilibrium symbolized by Gemini’s Mutability and
wishes to replace chatter with stillness, it begins the process of self-discipline and self-control—
the domestication of impulse. Desire and impulse are shaped and turned toward higher
consciousness and action is employed to exercise the spiritual discipline that is necessary in
order to bring the mind under control. As desire is concentrated toward yearning for the Stillness
of the Here and Now (Gemini), it is transformed into devotion. It is devotion that allows the mind
to achieve true Equilibrium and to escape the constant comings and goings of the world.On the
other hand, if the mind remains consumed with desire, there will be no escape. At a certain level,
the mind knows that there is no lasting satisfaction to be gained by running here and there in
pursuit of experience and fulfilment of desire. Yet, to recognize this fact is to subvert the basis
upon which ego acts and, therefore, this knowledge is suppressed, buried deep in the
subconscious or, in more Geminian terms, lost and buried in the mind’s endless chatter.The
Gemini mind is driven by Aries desire so that it may not remember the Truth. Aries’ innocent first
expression of self-recognition degenerates into the clambering of the ego for instant gratification
of its desires (the insecurity of Aries). To twist Descartes’ famous maxim, in the ego-driven world
of Aries, I desire, therefore I am.Aries’ constant assertion of the ego’s desires then energizes the
Gemini mental qualities, providing endlessly changing direction and variety for Gemini to pursue.
In the Gemini ego-world, Descartes’ maxim becomes, I experience new things, therefore I am. It
is, of course, all about “me.”Aries – CancerAries-Cancer is an angular sign combination (see the
Introduction for a discussion of how angular signs generally relate). Interpreting the Aries-
Cancer combination may also shed some light on a number of related symbol sets. These
include an Aries fourth house, a Cancer first house, Mars in the fourth house, Mars in Cancer,
Moon in the first house, Moon in Aries and Mars-Moon aspects.With Aries-Cancer, we have the



pairing of Cardinal Fire and Cardinal Water. Thus, the essence of the conflict inherent in these
two signs lies between Fire and Water, each moving in a different “direction”—Aries toward
action and Cancer toward feeling. Water and Fire are inherently antagonistic. Water extinguishes
fire while fire causes water to evaporate and become trapped by air. Prior to these finalities, the
interaction of fire and water is likely to produce negative effects. Water, particularly if applied
slowly, will cause fire to sputter and smoke, creating confusion and noxiousness. Fire, when
applied to water, first brings it to a boil—too hot to sustain life and turbulent in character.
Nevertheless, in proper relationship and combination, fire and water can yield benefit, just as the
energy of the square can be channeled to build strength and character. Water provides relief
when fire becomes too hot. Fire makes water perform work and become useful.Images that we
can associate with Aries-Cancer include a super-hero attempting to slash through a gauzy web;
a warrior protecting their home and family; or a baby crowning during birth. The first image
suggests the fundamental conflict associated with Aries and Cancer: that between action and
feeling, or emotions. From Aries’ point of view, emotions get in the way of action. Aries energy is
simple and direct; Cancer, with its emotions, complicates things.For the Cancer container, any
action undertaken must feel right. If it doesn’t feel right, action is blocked. Aries doesn’t care
about feelings. You just want to act. So, for Aries, the emotional prerequisite for action
constitutes nothing but a useless and frustrating obstacle. Cancer’s emotional caution only
enflames Aries’ impatience. When Aries displays their impatience at being blocked from taking
action by your insistence on processing, the Cancer container is likely to perceive this as
insensitivity, or emotional ignorance.When internalized, the Aries-Cancer conflict can be just as
destructive. The Aries container possesses the will to act and to act immediately. The Cancer
container can feel that such action is dangerous or inappropriate, or emotionally you may be
drawn in a different direction that precludes the direction your Aries container desires to pursue.
This double-mindedness can manifest as paralyzing indecision, feeling that what you are doing
or what you have just done is not right, second thoughts and regret, feeling that you are
prevented from doing what you really want (emotionally) to do, frustration at always doing the
wrong thing or the thing that doesn’t really bring you satisfaction, or feeling blocked by your
emotions (fear, guilt, worry) from acting as you think you should. You may also experience a
pattern of feeling emotionally uncertain about an action, or having a feeling that you should not
do something, doing it anyway (often impulsively), and then regretting your action.Of course,
more positive energy dynamics can occur between the two signs. The Aries energy can be
strengthened and softened through contact and interaction with the Cancer container. It can be
strengthened because it will take more effort to overcome the obstacles that the Cancer
container throws in the way of the action that Aries wills to take. The Aries will is strengthened
not only through persistence but through maturity gained in accommodating and learning to
work with the Cancer emotions. The Aries container may never fully understand the emotions,
needs and motivations of their Cancer partner, but you can learn to work with them. However,
this will require effort and likely working through conflicts and obstacles, and you may always



need to be aware not to set off Cancer’s reactive pincher reflex.Cancer can learn that it is not
enough to feel; that action must sometimes be taken. Instead of always reacting to the Aries will
to act, you may find ways to harness your emotions in support of the Aries container. You,
yourself, may be stimulated by the Aries container to take action, even if it is only the action of
expressing your emotions instead of holding them inside. Again, this will take conscious effort
and may not always be easy. You may always have to control your impulse to stop your Aries
counterpart from acting or to automatically protect yourself from Aries’ assertiveness.Aries-
Cancer may also play out the archetype of the warrior protecting their home, hearth and family.
This may be a positive channelization of the Aries-Cancer energy but it is also fraught with
negative potential, especially the development of co-dependent relationships. The Aries
container may feel heroic by defending the homeland and family but if you are called upon too
often to do this, you may begin to feel trapped in this role.If you feel bound or enslaved and
controlled by the Cancer personality, you may become resentful or even mutinous. If, on the
other hand, you thrive on the adrenaline rush of taking heroic action, you may continually seek
out situations that place you in a combat role, ready to defend that which is precious to you. Your
Cancer partner may also become attached to and dependent on the dynamics of the hero-
protected relationship. Not only may this make them feel worthy (of being protected), loved and
cared for, but they may also welcome the opportunity to play the Cancerian role of nurturer and
care-giver as the hero returns from the wars, wounded and tired.This image may also suggest
the protective role that Cancer can play and the feeling of being under attack that can arise
when confronted by an Aries container. For instance, Aries’ impatient (and emotionally rash)
behavior can easily feel threatening to the Cancer container. This reflects the inherent first
house-fourth house conflict between the will to assert the self and the need to protect the self
(and everyone to whom you have become attached).Mars, as god of war, can only cause
destruction and calamity from Cancer’s viewpoint. So when the Aries container becomes too
assertive, too war-like, you react, withdraw and put up your defenses. When pushed, like a
cornered mother bear, you can attack with the full force of your emotional wrath. Or, you can
withdraw into passive aggression, silently meeting the Aries threat with deadly emotional energy.
Your Aries opponent is not likely to back down, however, with their own emotions suddenly
ablaze. Thus, an Aries-Cancer conflict can result in some spectacular fireworks. Or, it can lead to
the spectacle of the Aries container futilely spending their anger against a withdrawn and
seemingly unresponsive Crab.Another potential dynamic of Aries-Cancer involves mutual
negative perceptions and attitudes. Cancer is likely to consider the Aries freshness and
impulsiveness as dangerously naïve. A typical Cancerian reaction to Aries’ headlong approach
is to protect. This may be either self-protection (or protection of those under your care) or you
may instinctively respond by wanting to protect your Aries companion from the danger in which
you see them putting themself.If the former is the case, a likely Aries response is to push
forward, which will further raise your alarm bells and provoke a stronger protective reaction. If the
latter is the case, the Aries container may feel s-mothered (over-protected, inhibited and



controlled). Again, your Aries reaction is likely to be to try to break free and escape the
limitations that Cancer is trying to impose on you “for your own good.”At a deeper level, the
challenge of the Aries-Cancer combination is to reconcile the primal existential impulse to Be
with the longing for the comfort and security to be found in a return to the Cosmic Womb,
symbolized by the image of the crowning baby. For the Aries container, Cancer’s withdrawal into
itself, into the subconscious world, and back to a state of primal rootedness represents an
existential threat—a return to a state of Not-Being. Psychologically, this can be compared to the
animus’s fear of envelopment and entrapment by the anima. The Aries masculine energy fears
and is wary of the Cancer feminine’ s desire to domesticate the wild masculine energy, resulting
in a loss of freedom and a containment of naked Beingness. For Aries, the Cosmic Womb may
not be a warm place of existential security but a dark web of entanglement and danger.For the
Cancer container, on the other hand, the Aries energy represents a threat of forced expulsion
from the safety of the subconscious womb. For the drive to Be represented by Aries can only be
actualized in a state of consciousness. The bringing of fire and light into the subconscious
makes it conscious, exposing it to the world and its dangers and destroying the safety that
Cancer would inhabit. Aries is seen by Cancer in his role of warrior, a conqueror who would
subject the world of the subconscious by making the potential manifest. Thus, on both sides,
there is an inherent distrust of the energy of the other and of the consequences of interacting
with that energy.The challenge, therefore, is to heal that distrust, which can only occur through
courage, acceptance and Love. The Aries container must have the courage to enter into the
domain of the Cosmic Womb again, to submerge into the water of emotion, accepting it on its
own terms and trusting that your Being will not be destroyed or emasculated. You must go into
that darkness not as a conqueror but as a warrior without arms, bravely but gently asserting and
maintaining your Beingness as you, in actuality, conquer your emotional demons by
surrendering to the Divine Mother. You must make the potential manifest without ripping it from
its fabric. You must walk into the mines and caverns of the subconscious in a spirit of reverence
and awe, all the time fighting to preserve your Beingness.The Cancer container must learn to
accept without question, to receive the Aries container without reaction, without fear. A quality of
the feminine Divine is Her infinite acceptance of all creatures and of all circumstances. This is
the unconditional love of a mother for her child. You must learn that it is through the warrior Aries,
the one who acts, that you will experience your own Being. You must allow your potential to
become manifest and you must trust that it is the Aries energy which will unleash that potential
within you, that will dip deep into the well of the unmanifest within and actualize this content into
the world. You must have the courage and love to give birth to your potential and to bring to the
Light that which was enclosed in the darkness.We can also explore the Aries-Cancer dynamic
through their glyphs, the Ram and the Crab. Of course, in nature these creatures inhabit two
totally different worlds, the springtime meadow and the ocean shore. This suggests an inherent
lack of understanding between the two. When they do meet, and they do not ignore each other, it
is likely to be in some sort of confrontation but it is often a confrontation that is frustrated. For the



Crab lies at the feet of the Ram and horns—the main weapon of attack for the Ram—would be
ineffective against the low lying Crab. Of course, the Ram could try to stomp the Crab but the
ever-wary Crab is likely to be able to scamper out of its way. For the Crab, the hard hoofs of the
Ram present an uninviting target for its claws, though it may try to reach up and nip at the lower
legs of the Ram.All this suggests that in any contest, neither container is likely to get the best of
the other and that Aries’ typical aggressiveness may not prove successful at getting their way
against a Cancer container. As noted above, the Cancer container, like a crab, is likely to retreat
or withdraw into their shell when they feel that they are under attack by an Aries container. At
other times, the Aries container may aim their attacks in a direction that has little or no impact on
their Cancer counterpart. On seeing the futility of your Aries counterpart’s attempts to confront or
attack you, you may become emboldened or you may decide to take revenge (or defend
yourself) and launch your own attack. This is likely to entail sniping at your Aries counterpart or
employing emotional weaponry.Finally, we can look at the ruling planets of the two signs to gain
some insight into their interaction. The Moon and Mars have a complex relationship, especially
when seen within the context of Cancer and Aries. One dimension of the Mars-Moon
relationship is that of the masculine-feminine polarity. This is not the polarity of gender or
sexuality but rather a polarity of primal energies which have been identified as masculine and
feminine. Mars represents desire and desire turned into action. The energy that it lends to Aries
is assertiveness and forward projection. The Moon represents the subconscious field of
emotion. The energy that it lends to Cancer is receptivity or reaction.On the one hand, the two
energies can be viewed as complementary. When the Aries partner projects, the Cancer partner
receives; when the Aries partner acts, the Cancer partner accepts. This may lead to cooperation
and a harmonious relationship between the two signs but it may also lead to undue dominance
by the Aries container. The Cancer container may adopt an attitude that is too passive and
compliant. Ultimately, if you consistently fail to stand up for yourself, this may produce a reaction
in which you suddenly revolt against your Aries partner. This decision is likely to be
accompanied by much emotion and is apt to seem irrational to your Aries partner, especially
since it is so out of the character that they have heretofore experienced from you.The two
energies can also take on antagonistic roles. In this case, when the Aries partner projects, their
Cancer counterpart rejects; and when the Aries partner acts, the Cancer partner reacts. The
assertive Aries mode may seem always to strike at Cancer’s solar plexus producing a strong
defensive gut response.There are also instances when the masculine-feminine archetypes of
Mars and the Moon can manifest in gender roles, especially between an Aries male and a
Cancer female. Here, the two containers may embody the archetypes of the masculine warrior
and the Earth Mother goddess. This can reinforce the protector/protected dynamics discussed
earlier. It can also heighten sexual attraction and/or the strengthening of stereotyped gender
roles.Another Mars-Moon dynamic can occur along emotional lines, for both the Moon and Mars
can be associated with emotional energy. The Moon represents the sea of emotionality or the
basic emotional drives and rhythms. Mars is associated with a particular expression of emotion



that necessarily arises from the emotional “soup” symbolized by the Moon—anger and its
various manifestations. These include, on the positive side, courage, determination, and the
righteous pursuit of justice. Negatively, anger manifests as rage, bitterness, frustration,
resentment, annoyance, and hostility.As noted above, the Moon can be seen as the seat of all
these emotions. If Martian anger is latent in Lunar emotionality, then it may be that a Cancer
container can set the stage for the eruption of Aries anger. This may be a case of the Cancer
container provoking their Aries partner or of the Aries container reacting to some “fault” found in
their Cancer companion—e.g., irrational emotionality, passive-aggressiveness, lack of will, or
uncooperative defensiveness. On the other hand, the Cancer container may inspire their Aries
counterpart to display the more positive manifestations of anger, whether this be figuratively
“rescuing the damsel in distress,” “defending the homeland,” or engaging in a mission of caring
and compassion led by their Cancer associate.Aries – LeoAries-Leo is a triangular sign
combination (see the Introduction for a discussion of how triangular signs generally relate).
Interpreting the Aries-Leo combination may also shed some light on a number of related symbol
sets. These include an Aries fifth house, a Leo first house, Mars in the fifth house, Mars in Leo,
Sun in the first house, Sun in Aries and Mars-Sun aspects.With Aries-Leo, we have the first
combination of same-element signs–Fire with Fire. In Aries-Leo, we must also deal with
integrating the Cardinal and Fixed modalities. This is the second occurrence of this dynamic, the
first being the Aries-Taurus combination. The interaction between the two modalities is markedly
different here, however, due to the harmony produced by the underlying commonality of the Fire
element. Images that may relate to Aries-Leo include two fires, one having just been kindled and
the other burning steadily, having been lit for many hours; an emotional meeting of a young
adventurer and their hero; and two explorers arguing over who will lead the expedition.With both
Aries and Leo being Fire signs, they share propensities to act, to project outward, and to emote
from the heart. As suggested by the first image, Leo can be viewed as a more developed and
more mature expression of these and other Fire sign qualities than expressed by Aries. In a way,
Leo can be seen as Aries' older brother (or sister, though it is the "male" energy that
predominates in both signs). This is not only a reflection of Leo's more advanced developmental
stage (i.e., its association with the fifth house, as opposed to Aries' first house association) but
of the nature of the Fixed modality compared with the Cardinal. Leo's fixity can be seen as
representing a deepening or maturing of the Fire energy.Aries' headlong enthusiasm becomes
Leonine passion. Aries' unquestioning bravery and courage is transformed into steadfast loyalty
in Leo. Aries' naive self-assertiveness becomes Leo's confident self-expressiveness. Thus, the
Aries container may see their own fruition in Leo, while to the Leo container Aries can represent
their own youthfulness. Aries has the potential to continually refresh the Leo container.When the
Aries and Leo energies exist in this relationship of younger and elder, it is likely that the potential
for harmony between the two signs will be actualized. As brothers-in-arms, adventurers together,
either may take the lead. Leo may assert their natural leadership role, their authority to lead; or
Aries may rush forward. But if Aries does so, it is likely to be under the watchful eye and



protecting hand of Leo, at least if the harmony between the two signs is to be preserved.Aries-
Leo may even form a kind of liege-master relationship with Leo providing protection and
guidance while Aries provides Leo with loyalty and admiration. Remember that one of the
primary qualities of the Fixed mode is security. To the yet untested and danger-prone Aries, Leo
can offer the security of experience, as well as an unfailing loyalty, always being there to catch
Aries in their stumbles.A Leo may also enjoy showing their Aries co-adventurer the wonders that
they have discovered (or performed). For Aries, Leo's experiences may be all new. Thus, Leo's
need to display and call attention to their accomplishments may dovetail with Aries' need for new
discoveries and striking off in new directions (shown to them by Leo). If it is all fresh territory for
Aries, it may not matter that it is familiar ground to Leo. Especially if the adventure is "doing"
rather than "telling," the sharing of experience can be satisfying to both. And if Leo allows Aries
to lead the way, pointing and guiding from behind, Aries is likely to be thrilled and Leo is apt to be
satisfied in their "general's" role.The second image suggests the emotional dimension of the
Aries-Leo bond. As mentioned previously, the Fire element is associated with emotion from the
heart. This is an active and largely positive emotional field. Enthusiasm; ardent passion; bravery,
courage and daring; and intense desire are all forms of emotion that can be shared and
appreciated in each other by the two Fire signs—perhaps more simply, purely and naively in
Aries. Anger, jealousy and adrenalin-pumping fear are the more negative expressions of this
heart-emotion and they can easily be shared and understood by these two Fire signs, as well.
As Fire burns quickly, these emotions may not have such a lasting negative effect as when they
are experienced by Water, Earth or even Air signs.Of course, all this can get out of hand. The
other side of the trine's free flowing harmony is that sometimes energies flow too freely and
negativities are allowed to pass between containers in the absence of discrimination. One
danger is that Aries-Leo can develop into a sycophant-vanity driven relationship. Aries may
become too much the ardent admirer of Leo and a type of co-dependency may develop. This
type of relationship is filled with potential for abuse. Leo may use Aries to fight their battles and
may keep Aries in a subservient position by throwing their power and authority around. An
insecure Aries may even continue to foolishly get themself into situations from which they need
to be rescued by Leo in order to reassure themself that the bond (or bondage) of loyalty remains
between them. When emotions flow with too little regulation between the Aries and Leo
containers, anger can feed anger, pride can lead to foolishness and hubris, and daring can lead
to out-daring. Too much Fire creates conflagration followed by burn-out and exhaustion.
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